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ABSTRACT: Television is distinguished from other
media by its forms, not its content. Formal features
of television include action, pace, visual techniques
such as zooms, cuts, and special effects, and auditory
features such as music, dialogue, and sound effects.
The program of research described in this article has
been designed to investigate the relation of television
forms to children's attention, comprehension, and
social behavior. Commercial programs made for
children, especially cartoons, contain very high levels
of perceptually salient features—high action, rapid
pace, and high rates of visual and auditory features.
Educational programs use some of the techniques of
commercial television but include more language
and other features that may encourage thoughtful
processing. Children's attention to television is guided
by formal features. They attend to animation, child
voices, humorous segments, and high action. These
features are more important determinants of attention than violent content. Formal features function
as guides to the structure and types of content in a
television program; they are learned as the syntax
and the mode of representing information in television. As such, they are not mere attention grabbers.
Children use television forms in active cognitive processing of content. Judicious use of formal features
by producers (e.g., for segmenting content, signifying
the category of content to be presented) can aid children's comprehension of content messages. Investigations of the possible arousing effects of high action
and rapid pace on social behavior have produced
mixed results. The authors conclude that television
has a rich and as yet largely untapped potential to
educate and enhance the development of young children. Public funding of educational television for
children is a cost-effective investment in their intellectual and social development.
Ever since Newton Minnow, chair of the Federal
Communications Commission in the Eisenhower
administration, characterized American television
as "a vast wasteland," scholars, scientists, and academics have tended either to agonize over its tastelessness and barbarity or to dismiss it as simply anJuly 1983 • American Psychologist
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other triviality of pop culture—part of the price we
have to pay for the First Amendment protections we
prize. Those concerned with children's abuse of the
medium (and its abuse of them) have focused on its
violence, sexism, racism, cynicism, in sum, the values or lack thereof displayed by its dominant commercial content. Given that American children from
about 5 to 13 years of age spend more time with
their favorite medium than in any other waking activity, that concern is clearly justified (Comstock,
Chaffee, Katzman, McCombs, & Roberts, 1978;
Huston & Wright, 1982).
On the other hand, educational and prosocial
television has demonstrated a vast and largely untapped potential to educate, socialize, and teach certain basic symbolic communicative skills and to do
so in ways that are cost effective and worthy of the
investment of public funds (Ball & Bogatz, 1972;
Pearl, Bouthilet, & Lazar, 1982; Watkins, HustonStein, & Wright, 1981). Even these socially beneficial
uses of television, however, have been criticized.
Some commentators suggest that the medium of
television has inherent limitations—it promotes passive rather than active learning, induces low-level
cognitive processing, and takes away time and energy
from more creative or intellectually stimulating activities (Postman, 1979; Winn, 1977). Others have
been especially concerned that the use of slick, attention-getting production techniques in educational programs such as Sesame Street may encourage short attention spans, hyperactivity, and
disinterest in classroom presentations that lack the
entertaining audiovisual embellishments of television (H. Lesser, 1977; Singer & Singer, 1983).
This article summarizes a series of recent, continuing studies at the Center for Research on the
Influences of Television on Children (CRITC), concerned with television as a communicative symbol
system—its forms and formats, its codes and conventions—and how it shapes and interacts with the
child's growing cognitive and social competence.
The approach is indebted to the seminal ideas of
Marshall McLuhan (1964), who first proposed that
the dominant mass media not only convey the social
image and set the agendas that shape a generation's
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world view, but that the codes and formats of electronic media in particular will fundamentally change
ways of thinking and communicating among those
children who spend most time processing its messages.
Our research has been concerned with several
questions about the relationship of the forms of television to children's attention, comprehension, and
social behavior. What are the production conventions unique to the medium, and how are those conventions used to convey different kinds of content?
How are forms confounded with content in ways
that may cast doubt on the results of studies that
attribute consequences to content alone? What role
do forms play in attracting and maintaining children's attention? Can attention-getting forms be
used effectively for educational purposes? What
kinds of cognitive processing are used as children
strive to make sense of what they see and hear on
television? In particular, do children use active mental processing as they watch television? If one takes
seriously the proposition that viewing television is
effortful cognitive activity, what is the nature of the
processing skills it demands and supports? If forms
constitute the grammar and syntax of the television
medium, how does the child's understanding of form
aid comprehension of content? What are the effects
of different forms on children's social behavior and
on their approach to cognitive tasks?
Concurrently with a small number of other investigators at other laboratories, we have begun to
address these issues in studies of the forms of television and their effects on children's attention, comprehension, and social behavior.1 We begin by describing the forms and syntax of children's television.

The Forms and Formats of Television
Television is distinguished from other media by its
forms, not its content. Formal features are the auditory and visual production and editing techniques
characterizing the medium (Huston-Stein & Wright,
1979). Information is organized and represented by
visual features, such as cuts, pans, dissolves, and
special effects; auditory features such as music,
sound effects, dialogue, and laugh tracks; and more
molar characteristics such as pacing (rates of scene
and character change), physical movement (action),
and variation. These formal features can be defined
independently of content (Huston et al., 1981). They
are techniques that can, in principle, be used to present many types of messages, program themes, and
story plots. For example, the presence or absence
of dialogue is a formal feature; what is said is content. Similarly, the amount of physical movement
is denned as a formal property; the nature of the
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actions (e.g., hitting, kissing, or flying) constitutes
the content.
At a perceptual level, the forms of children's
programs appear even to the casual observer to be
different from those in adult programs—to involve
intense sensory bombardment and a rapidly changing set of images. Many of them can be denned as
perceptually salient; that is, they have the qualities
of intensity, contrast, change, novelty, incongruity,
and surprise that elicit attention in infants and very
young children (Berlyne, 1960). One prediction
guiding our early work was that perceptually salient
forms would have their greatest influence on the
attention of young and/or inexperienced television
viewers, and that the effects of salience would gradually decline with age and exposure to television
(Wright & Vlietstra, 1975; Huston-Stein & Wright,
Note 1). But the influence of form extends beyond
the sensory level. For a child who has learned what
they mean and how to use them, the formal features
of television can be used to organize and distinguish
scenes, bits, chapters, and segments, and their
boundaries. They can index what situation or context is to be assumed for the action shown. The formal features also tell the television-literate child how
to go about the mental work of understanding; how
much effort and close attention will be required in
order to understand; and the likelihood that such
efforts will succeed in achieving an acceptable level
of comprehension (Huston & Wright, 1983; Wright
& Huston, 1981).
Before investigating formal feature effects, we
analyzed the occurrence of such features in three
types of children's programs: (1) Saturday morning
programs, (2) daytime educational shows, and (3)
prime-time programs (Huston et al., 1981). These
categories differ in target age group and/or program
intent. Saturday morning and daytime educational
programs are aimed at family audiences. Educational programs are designed to enhance children's
Preparation of this article was facilitated by grants from the Spencer Foundation and the National Institute of Mental Health to
the Center for Research on the Influences of Television on Children (CRITC).
Requests for reprints should be sent to John C. Wright or
Aletha C. Huston, Center for Research on the Influences of Television on Children, Department of Human Development, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045.
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development; commercial programs are intended
primarily to entertain.
Commercially produced programs for young
children (Saturday morning) are characterized by
high action, high pace, peculiar or nonhuman
voices, and high levels of visual and auditory special
effects—a cluster of features that fit our definition
of perceptual salience. Although these features occur
most frequently in animated programs, they also
distinguish live Saturday morning programs from
the other two categories. In addition, these programs
contain relatively little dialogue.

The stereotype of television
viewing as a passive, intellectually
lazy occupation has been
clearly contradicted
Educational programs are distinctly different
from Saturday morning programs in several respects. They contain a cluster of features that we
call reflection because these features appear well
suited to rehearse, repeat, or elaborate on content
themes. The reflection cluster includes long zooms,
singing, and moderate action levels. Long zooms
give contextual information. They tell the viewer
where and under what conditions focal action is
occurring and establish assumptions about the offcamera environment. Similarly, singing often reviews the social context—who are these people?
How did they get here? What are their concerns?
What is at issue? Moderate levels of action and
movement—a level between the stationary talking
head and the frantic chase—characterize those portions of a program that are most critical in advancing the plot or conveying central information in educational programs. Educational programs also contain high rates of child dialogue, a feature that has
been demonstrated by others to maintain children's
attention (e.g., Anderson, Alwitt, Lorch, & Levin,
1979; Rice, Huston, & Wright, 1982). Educational
programs have considerably lower levels of pacing,
frenetic activity, loud music, and sound effects than
commercial programs for children.
In summary, these analyses demonstrate that
cartoons and other commercial programs for children present an intense auditory and visual barrage
with relatively little speech. Commercial producers
appear to assume that the child viewer's attention
must be captured and held by rapid activity, change,
visual onslaught, noise, and slapstick violence. Educational programs, such as Sesame Street, do not
mimic the forms of commercial productions. AlJuly 1983 • American Psychologist

though they use many visually salient techniques,
educational programs are less rapidly paced, and
they use less noise, more child-oriented language,
and a set of features that can promote reflection and
rehearsal. These findings suggest that critics of Sesame Street should exercise caution in assuming that
its forms have harmful effects; it is different in many
respects from the commercial programs to which it
is often compared.

Formal Features and Children's
Uses of Television
Our studies of children's processing of television and
their responses to television forms have been guided
by a dual concern with basic and applied questions.
Basic psychological questions about children's attention, cognitive processing, and social behavior are
addressed when the perceptual and symbolic properties of television stimuli are studied systematically.
At the same time, production of effective educational programming may be aided by information
about what features maintain attention or aid comprehension of content. Our initial studies were designed to learn what forms of television enhance
attention and interest in a program and to identify
developmental changes in attentional patterns. One
focus was the perceptually salient forms that characterize commercial children's programs because
they seemed to appeal to young viewers in and of
themselves, independently of their content. We have
also tried to understand the ways in which young
viewers learn to use formal features as markers that
signify program structure and attention-worthy
qualities such as interest, humor, centrality to the
plot, comprehensibility, and the like.
A second step was investigating how form influences comprehension. Formal features serve organizational functions in television such as marking
boundaries between content units, shifts in time
(e.g., flashbacks, instant replays, and skips forward),
and changes in place (e.g., dissolves at major scene
changes). They can mark subjective experience (e.g.,
dreams, altered states of consciousness). They signify the depth and kinds of processing that will be
needed to understand (e.g., whether the content is
serious or funny; whether it is a story requiring continuous integration or a separated set of unrelated
bits; whether it is fictional or real). More directly the
forms can provide the child with memorable words,
actions, and images that provide a means of remembering and communicating the content of a program
(Rice & Wartella, 1981). They serve as well to bridge
gaps and suggest logical connections between one
bit of memorable content and another. These functions are analogous to the syntax and grammar of
language for the media-literate viewer. Investigations
of the development of children's understanding of
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them is critical to understanding how children use
television as a communicative medium,
A third set of studies has been concerned with
the effects of form on children's social interactions
and activity level. Here we have contrasted form
with violent content in an effort to determine
whether perceptually salient forms have arousing
effects leading to aggression or high levels of activity.
At a theoretical level, we have found that concepts
drawn from arousal theory are necessary supplements to the constructs of observational learning
theory with which the research began.
Attention to Television
Producers, advertisers, and broadcasters use violence
in children's programming largely because they believe that dramatic conflict involving anger, aggression, threat, and conquest is essential to maintain
the loyalty and attention of child audiences. They
often class perceptually exciting characteristics, such
as high pace and electronic embellishments, with
violence under the general rubric of "action." One
focus of our studies has been to separate perceptually salient forms from violent content and to determine the separate effects of each on attention and
behavior.
Producers are correct that many perceptually
salient features attract and hold attention to the
screen, independently of content, as we and others
have found (Rice, Huston, & Wright, 1982). The
most precise demonstration of the influence of formal features on attention was a dissertation by
Campbell (1982). Nutritional announcements containing identical visual and verbal content were produced with two types of formal features, selected to
represent the forms typically used in adult and child
programming, respectively. The adult versions were
made from live footage with an adult male narrator
and sedate background music, and the child versions
were animated with peculiar character voices and
sprightly, whimsical music. Preschool children attended more to the child-format versions than to the
adult-format bits.
When violent content was separated from perceptually salient formal features in laboratory studies, it was the form, not the content, that both elicited and maintained visual attention moment to
moment (Huston, Wright, & Potts, 1983; HustonStein, Fox, Greer, Watkins, & Whitaker, 1981). At
a different level of analysis, children's viewership of
programs as measured by a national ratings service
was examined (Wright et al., Note 2). Components
of the perceptually salient cluster—pace, movement,
auditory and visual special effects, salient music, and
nonhuman speech—occurred more frequently in
programs with larger viewing audiences, but violent
content was not associated with viewership inde838

pendently of its association with these formal features. Frequent use of perceptually salient features
is associated with visual attention to the television
screen, whereas violence per se rarely has significant
effects.
Why are salient forms attention-getting? The
reasons go well beyond sensory excitement. Animation, character voices, and sound effects probably
signal to children that the content of a program is
designed for them—that it is likely to be comprehensible, funny, interesting, or entertaining (Campbell, 1982; Huston & Wright, 1983). Other investigators have shown that formal features associated
with content that is too complex for children to
understand (e.g., an adult male talking) come to signify incomprehensibility and thus turn off their attention (Anderson, Alwitt, Lorch, & Levin, 1979).
When Sesame Street segments were shown experimentally with Greek dialogue or backward speech
on the sound track, visual attention declined (Anderson, Lorch, Field, & Sanders, 1981).
Perhaps because of these multiple functions of
salient features, attention to such features shows little of the predicted decline with age (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982; Wright & Huston,
1981). Children in middle childhood (third and
fourth grades) were as attentive to many salient features as preschool and kindergarten children.
Developmental differences do occur when we
examine attentional patterns, suggesting that as children get older, their attention is increasingly guided
by the informative functions of formal features. In
a study comparing high- and low-pace programs, the
older subjects patterned their visual attention according to the length of scenes, so that their mean
duration per look was longer for low-paced (long
scene) than for high-paced (short scene) programs.
Younger children had a reversed pattern—longer
looks at high-pace programs (Wright et al., in press).
For the older children, the features denoting a scene
change were apparently markers of units of content
to be processed. The point is that older and presumably more experienced viewers use the markers to
coordinate attention with program segments, whereas
younger viewers do not.
In summary, children's attention is influenced
and guided by televised formal features. Although
perceptually salient features may have some inherent appeal as sensory events, they also function as
guides to the structure and interest level of the program. With development and experience, children
become increasingly able to use formal features to
direct their attention. There is little evidence to support the view that children's attention is passively
grabbed and held by the audiovisual qualities of television programming. For example, 5- to 10-year olds
attended more closely to stories, even when few saJuly 1983 • American Psychologist

lient features were used, than to rapidly paced magazine formats with many audiovisual gimmicks
(Wright et al., in press). Formal features are also
more important influences on children's attention
than violent content.
Comprehension of Television
Understanding television is active mental work, particularly for young children. The stereotype of television viewing as a passive, intellectually lazy occupation has been clearly contradicted by recent
research on children's processing of television drama
and educational programming (e.g., Anderson &
Lorch, 1983; Collins, 1979, 1982). Selecting central
from incidental content, sequencing and temporally
integrating events, inferring conditions and events
not shown and the motives and feelings of characters
all require a child to draw upon his or her world
and television knowledge. Salomon (1979) has analyzed the symbol system of television and shown
the effects of variation in the amount of mental effort invested in processing it on comprehension and
recall (Salomon, 1981, 1983).
The most obvious effects of formal features on
this process follow directly from their effects on attention: Anything that enhances attention in general, or especially selective attention to central content, should enhance comprehension and recall. At
its simplest, this relationship takes the form of showing that a child must have been looking in order to
recognize visual content of a particular moment.
What is interesting is not that this is so, but how
often experienced viewers can infer what was on
screen when they were not looking. In essence, the
medium is sufficiently familiar and redundant that
a great deal of content can be inferred from knowledge about the world, the medium, the program series, and from context and sound track without actually looking (Huston & Wright, 1983).
Nevertheless, for young children, formal features that elicit and maintain attention can lead to
improved comprehension if the content is within the
child's ability to process. When nutritional messages
were shown in animated, child-oriented formats,
children not only attended more closely but learned
more of the content than when the same messages
were produced in live, adult-oriented formats
(Campbell, 1982). Formal features can also guide
a child to select the important or central content
just as a spotlight in a stage production tells the
audience where to look. For example, children who
watched an episode of Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids
remembered central, plot-relevant content better
when it was presented with salient features (e.g.,
physical movement, visual and auditory special effects) than when it was presented only in dialogue.
The visual and auditory features apparently helped
July 1983 • American Psychologist

children to attend selectively to important content
themes (Calvert et al., 1982; Watkins, Calvert, Huston-Stein, & Wright, 1980).
Interest and motivation to understand may, like
attention, be influenced by formal features. The insertion of humor enhances not only enjoyment of
and attention to education programming but also
comprehension and retention of content (Zillman,
Williams, Bryant, Boynton, & Wolf, 1980). A small
amount of sugar coating, selectively applied, can
enhance the effectiveness of the pill. In borrowing
some, but by no means all, of the production devices
of popular children's entertainment programming,
the educational programs of Children's Television
Workshop, Sesame Street, The Electric Company,
and 3-2-1 Contact have measurably enhanced children's use of the medium to learn (G. Lesser, 1974).
A second way in which the forms of television
affect comprehension is in their role as segmental
markers of time, place, and unit boundaries. There
is little research so far demonstrating how children
come to use such markers, or indeed whether they
need them, but there is some evidence that artificial
separators introduced between scenes or between
program material and commercials do not readily
assume their intended function with young viewers
(Huston & Wright, 1983; Palmer & McDowell,
1979). But contextually established markers, such
as the characteristic wipe pattern used to start and
end an instant replay in televised baseball, are understood by children as young as age 6 (Weeks &
Rice, Note 3).
A third way in which formal features influence
processing of content is by conveying the processing
requirements of the program, what its format will
be, where the uncertainties to be resolved are located, and the options a viewer may reasonably
choose among in order to understand its message.
A study of format differences between televised stories and magazine programs (Wright et al., in press)
showed that children processed content differently
and understood temporal sequences better when a
program had an integrating story line than when it
was a series of logically unconnected bits. Children's
ability to use formal cues in this manner has been
employed as a learning aid in the recurring formats
of Sesame Street. For example, the theme song,
"One of these things is not like the others," signals
to an experienced viewer that a sorting (oddity)
problem will be presented. It elicits a schema or set
to engage in a particular kind of mental activity
(Palmer, Note 4; Dennis, Note 5).
A related function of forms is signaling the type
of content. The presence of a laugh track is a formal
indicator that a program is a comedy, but it also
tells the child, who may not understand all the jokes,
when something was meant to be funny and thus
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when to try to figure out what the joke was. Fictional
stories have different formal features than news and
reports of real events. A child who understands the
formal codes is better able to classify the content
being viewed according to an appropriate schema.
Features can convey connotative meanings
consistent with their content associations. In an
analysis of children's commercials, we demonstrated
that soft, fuzzy images and background music are
associated with feminine products on television,
whereas masculine products are advertised with high
action, quick cuts, and loud music and sound effects
(Welch, Huston-Stein, Wright, & Plehal, 1979).
Children as young as six can discriminate masculine
and feminine forms in television productions even
when the content or product is sex-neutral (Huston,
Greer, Wright, Welch, & Ross, Note 6).
Another way in which forms and formats contribute to comprehension is by their ability to first
carry out a mental activity for the child, then model
it for the child to imitate, and finally suggest the
operation for the child to carry out for herself. Calvert (1982) designed a novel format in which chapters of an episode of Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids
were preceded by brief preplays showing and describing the critical content of the upcoming chapter.
The preplays were designed to serve as advance organizers for plot comprehension and selective attention to plot-relevant material. A quite different example is provided by Salomon (1979), who found
that young viewers did not comprehend a cut-tocloseup. That is, they did not understand the partwhole relationship implicit in a tight shot containing
a small detail that had been part of the preceding
long shot. But when he used a long zoom to make
the transition from the wide to the tight shot, the
younger children understood. Older viewers made
the connection without the assistance of the long
zoom. Finally, in two studies conducted at CRITC,
children learned logical conservation of number by
watching animated televised sequences demonstrating principles of reversibility, one-to-one correspondence, and irrelevance of spatial arrangement (Raeissi
& Wright, Note 7). They subsequently generalized
this new understanding to improved understanding
of other, untrained tasks using conservation of
length and mass.
Features can provide directly the visual or verbal means of encoding content. Catch phrases,
songs, rhymes, and jingles presented on TV have
features that enhance their memorability beyond
that achieved if the same words were presented in
print. Repeated slereotypic visual sequences, such
as Bugs Bunny handing someone a bomb with a lit
fuse or an actor's classic double take, can serve as
a mnemonic shorthand and provide directly the
vivid images appropriate for iconic representation.
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To the extent that the visual imagery can be acted
out with gestures and orally produced sounds (twisting the right fist counterclockwise and saying
vrrroooommmm!, for example), the mnemonic representation can be used as well for productive communication to another who shares the scheme (Rice
et al., 1982).
We are suggesting therefore that just as the formal structure of a program is analogous to grammar
and syntax of a language, so the forms can evoke
relevant schemes and scripts drawn from world and
from television knowledge in rehearsable and communicable format. It appears likely to us that a large
number of the schemes and scripts a child has acquired for a variety of social situations are based on
television's prototypes. Not only are standard scripts
repeated across a wide variety of programs and

A co-viewing adult can aid
children's comprehension
across programs in a series, but the simultaneous
broadcasting of the same TV diet nationwide means
that the use of prototypic TV scripts to encode reallife experiences and to communicate them to others
who watch the same programs is effective for young
people. Informal observation suggests that television
programs are not only a favorite conversational
topic among children but constitute a short-hand
means of referring to complex situations, human
interactions, and personal styles.
Several themes emerge from this analysis of
television forms and children's comprehension.
Children come to understand and use the codes and
symbol system of television to make sense of the
content that it presents. To the extent that they correctly perceive segment markers, anticipate future
content from formal cues, understand the connotations of forms as well as content, and understand
the grammar of the medium, they will be likely to
comprehend the content presented. Television producers can use this knowledge to make their programs maximally comprehensible, to help viewers
select central content themes, and to represent information in a manner that children can readily
understand, remember, and communicate. Comprehension of television content is important if prosocial and educational messages are to be effectively
conveyed. In addition, some of the negative effects
of violence and stereotypes may be attenuated if
children can accurately separate fiction from reality,
distinguish humor from serious portrayals, or integrate central content by the use of appropriate inferences.
July 1983 • American Psychologist

Formal Features and Social Behavior

Our investigations of formal features and social behavior were stimulated initially by questions about
earlier studies of television content. Because many
programs with violent content also contain perceptually salient formal features, it seemed possible that
children's well-documented aggressive behavioral
reactions to such programs could be a function of
form as well as content. At the other extreme, many
investigations of prosocial television content used
Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood, a program that is notable
for its slow pace, quite tone, and unique style. The
increases in prosocial behavior and task persistence
that followed viewing this program could again be
due to its form as well as its content messages (see
Stein & Friedrich, 1975, for a review).
These questions led to a series of investigations
designed to measure the separate and independent
effects of form and violent content on attention and
social behavior. The fact that salient form rather
than violent content maintains children's attention
to television programs suggests that television producers could eliminate much of the violent content
from their programs without reducing audience interest (Huston et al., 1983). It becomes particularly
important to know whether the harmful effects of
such programming would be eliminated by such an
action or whether salient forms in their own right
are likely to stimulate high levels of activity or
aggression.
In three studies, preschool children saw programs or commercials selected to contain high or
low levels of salient formal features (Greer, Potts,
Wright, & Huston, 1982; Huston-Stein et al., 1981;
Huston et al., 1983). In two of the three, violent
content was varied independently of form. As we
have already noted, the results were consistent in
showing that children's attention is influenced primarily by form rather than by violent content.
The effects of form and content on postviewing
social behavior were less consistent than those for
attention; television effects appear to depend partly
on the environmental cues available during the play
session. When a wide variety of toys were available,
children who had seen salient formal feature presentations were more aggressive than those who had
seen presentations with low salience. However, when
toys strongly suggested aggressive or prosocial behavior, the differential effects of both form and content were considerably attentuated (Huston et al.,
1983). Activity level was not affected by form or
content in any of the studies. At this point, it seems
reasonable to conclude that high rates of salient formal features can, under some circumstances, stimulate aggression for young children, but the strength
and generality of the effect is still in question, and
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cues in the postviewing play situation play a major
role.
In a few other studies, behavioral responses to
variations in pace have been investigated with similarly inconsistent results. Children who saw highor low-paced versions of Sesame Street did not differ
in task persistence or distractibility (Anderson,
Levin, & Lorch, 1977), but Israeli children who
watched the program over several months were
somewhat less persevering on a routine task than a
nonviewing control group (Salomon, 1977). Children who saw Sesame Street in preschool showed
less imaginative play than a group watching Mr.
Rogers, perhaps partly because of the form differences between the two programs (Singer & Singer,
1983). On the other hand, summative evaluations
of Sesame Street demonstrated that heavy viewers
were rated by their teachers as more interested in
school than light viewers (Ball & Bogatz, 1972).
Formal feature effects on social- and task-oriented behavior clearly need more investigation. The
available data suggest that cartoons and commercials employing high rates of action, pace, and visual
and auditory special effects can under some circumstances lead to an increase in interpersonal aggression among young children. It is unclear, however,
under what conditions these effects are likely to occur. Even less evidence exists concerning the effects
of the package of formal features used in Sesame
Street and other educational programs. These features differ from commercial programs in some important ways. At present, there appears to be little
basis for the concern expressed by some critics that
educational programs which exploit the features that
best attract and hold young children's attention will
produce hyperactivity or reduced attention spans;
but more evidence on this point is sorely needed.

Conclusions
Our excursions through attention, comprehension,
and social behavior have a common concern: What
is the effect of the medium of television—its forms
and codes—on children's development? It is clear
that television viewing can be, and often is, an active
process of selecting, integrating, evaluating, and interpreting information according to one's own schemas. The popular image of the mesmerized child
passively receiving images and sounds does not fit
the data. In fact the visual and auditory representational possibilities of television make it an especially potent means of communicating with young
children. Because television can induce active cognitive processing, we are cautiously optimistic about
its potential to teach children in cost-effective ways.
Investment in educational television appears to
be one of the most useful ways of stretching scarce
public funds to serve a large number of children.
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For example, Sesame Street now reaches approximately 85% of the 3- to 5-year-old children in the
United States, and it is broadcast in many other
countries around the world. Although educational
television production is expensive and the royalties
required for re-use limit its availability to schools,
libraries, and day-care centers via tape, the potential
audience is so large and its demonstrable benefits
are so great that governmental and private foundation support of its production and dissemination
appears warranted.
The fact that television represents information
in visual and nonverbal auditory forms makes it
especially well suited to communicate information
and complex ideas to young children who sometimes
have difficulty processing abstract verbal information. Its forms may also be an increasingly useful
part of the child's cognitive arsenal as more and
more information is represented in animated and
graphic forms with the aid of computer technology.
Although the sensory barrage of forms on cartoons and other commercial programs may sometimes have negative effects on children's behavior,
the judicious use of attention-getting techniques by
educational and prosocial programmers appears to
be an excellent means of gaining appropriate attention from a child's audience. Not all of these techniques involve perceptually salient features. Content
that is readily comprehensible, stories that have appealing themes, and humor also engage children's
interest. Because visual attention does not guarantee
comprehension, knowledge about how television
forms can help the child select, organize, and integrate information is particularly useful for making
educational and prosocial programs more effective
and for making entertainment programs that can be
clearly understood by children.
One implication of this view for parents and
schools is that television can be used for children's
benefit as well as their abuse. There is considerable
evidence, for example, that a co-viewing adult can
aid children's comprehension and learning from
television (Salomon, 1977; Watkins et a!., 1980;
Raeissi & Wright, Note 7). Opportunities to rehearse
television content in stories, role-play, and group
activities can also be provided in home and schools
to enhance children's learning (Friedrich & Stein,
1975; Friedrich-Cofer, Huston-Stein, Kipnis, Susman, & Clewett, 1979). Finally, as the interactive
potential of television is realized, it may be an even
more potent learning tool than is currently possible
with one-way transmission of programming (Dennis, Note 5).
Because of its dominant content, the medium
of television has been denigrated as either a source
of sociocultural growth or a major arena for the
development of information-processing skills. It has
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yet to be fairly considered as an agent of language
(Rice, in press) and cognitive development or as a
primary source of children's social knowledge base—
of the schemas and scripts that define their understanding of social reality. Both children's potential
for intellectual and social growth as a consequence
of their selective use of the medium and television's
potential for making use of its powerful attributes
in their behalf have been established, but are as yet
unfulfilled.
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